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Link Winks are brain teasers with a fun 
rhyming twist.  

Each puzzle contains three clues. Your challenge is to solve the 
clues with answers that rhyme. 

The rhyming answers can be definitions, associations, or  
interpretations of the clues. Some answers may be proper  
nouns. All answers within one puzzle will have the same number 
of syllables. For example, nose, rose and hose could be a correct 
solution as could jacket, racquet and packet. However, scare, 
stare and beware could not be a correct solution. 

Homonyms and homophones are not considered rhyming words. 
These are words that sound exactly alike, but have different 
meanings. Some examples of homophones are pair, pear and 
pare or read and reed. Some examples of homonyms are bow  
(a tied ribbon) and bow (a weapon that shoots an arrow).

More than one correct solution may be possible. As long as all 
three answers rhyme, match the given clues and follow the rules 
above, a solution should be considered correct even if it differs 
from the one provided at the back of the book.

All rhyming answers are phonetically pronounced as found  
in The Random House College Dictionary.

Solving Link Winks is as easy as…
Read all three clues, then stop and THINK.

Find three answers that rhyme – that is the LINK.

Now that you’ve solved it, write it in INK!
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Solution: week, peak, beak 

 Seven days

 a mountain top

 a bird’s mouth
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 part of a pencil

 opposite of alive

 It holds your brain

 Something you might see on a car’s bumper

 A football player who scores field goals

 The flame of a candle does this in the wind

 The measurement of something from bottom to top

 The color of a skunk’s stripe

 The brothers who invented the airplane

 pesky “picnic” insects

 another word for slacks

 Living things that grow out of the ground
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 a female chicken

 a fenced area to hold animals

 Two five dollar bills

 Something a squirrel hides

 Something a knife does

 Something a golfer does


